
Object Tracking Explained

Object tracking compares a line model generated from the 3D object/model with contrast in the
camera feed and tries to initiate tracking based on a defined threshold.

Figure 1,2: Line model generated by standard edges and the model shape contours. (Normal
threshold defines angle change threshold when a line needs to be generated)

Figure 3,4: Contrast (edge detect photoshop filter) on the video feed is compared to the line model
generated by the model edge normal. (= color of the object is ignored)
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Figure 5,6: Once the algorithm recognizes sufficient overlap by comparing both inputs, tracking is
initiated from the init pose. (inlier ratio threshold defines “how much it should match” before tracking
is initiated.) After the initiation, the algorithm continuously compares frames from the video feed to
the line model generated from the model (the keyframe distance setting defines how frequent it
needs to do this (performance impact).

Auto pose will use the same algorithm but will attempt to match line models generated from all
angles of the model (As a result, it takes a bit more resources from your device, but towards a user
feels like the most natural way to initiate tracking)

The best circumstances for Object Tracking to Work:

● Good contrast in lighting on the video feed  (so edges can be easily detected), as seen in the
examples above.

● Uniform color on the object, or changes in color that help with recognizing the edges/contours
in the model.

● Good contrast with the background so that the contours of the object are easily recognized
with edge detection.

● Using init pose vs. auto init might help to speed up the process and get more accurate tracking
results.

● Accuracy of the CAD model vs. real life is crucial.

As the first test for authors to experiment with, I would suggest simulating an ideal
scenario as described above. And use default (advanced) settings with the auto pose.

If a real-life scenario deviates (strongly) from the ideal scenario. We can continue with the
subsequent attempts to get to a successful tracking:

1. Define an init pose: the contour of the object is the most prominent one; make sure it is
(ideally) entirely visible to the camera feed from the defined angle.

2. Potentially lower the inlier ratio: this will lower the bar for the app to initiate tracking. It can be
helpful to get faster tracking initiation, but be careful; a too low value might result in the
algorithm wrongfully initiating tracking on objects that look (kind of) similar.
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3. Other advanced settings need to be looked at case by case; the defaults should work fine for
most cases.

As an author, keep in mind:
● The model AR tracker will be used as an anchor to your scene; make sure it is positioned

correctly relative to the 3D model used for work instructions.

Less suitable circumstances for Object Tracking:
● Bad contrast in lighting, so that edges are hard to detect by the algorithm.
● Underexposed (very dark objects) or overexposed (very bright) objects, makes edges hard to

detect.
● Poor accuracy of the CAD model, or heavy modifications in real life.
● Objects with decals that generated edges not related to the shape of the object.

In this example model recognition might be hard as many additional lines are generated by the mule
livery, the design edges of the car will not be recognized by the video feed edge detect. However, the
contours of the car might still be viable to initiate tracking.
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● Bad contrast of the object with the background, colors are ignored

In this example, the number 5 would be hard to recognize due to bad contrast and the feed
ignoring colors. (assuming the number 5 would be the model that needs to be recognized).

● Objects being overlapped by others

In this example, the teapot might be harder to recognize for object tracking, as the contrast
with the background is bad, and its contours are partially overlapped by the teacup. The
reflections on the teapot might also generate additional lines, not generated by the normal
edge detection in the model.
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Settings definition:

● Laplace threshold: Threshold in mm for generating the line-model. This value specifies the
minimum depth distance between two neighboring pixels necessary to be recognized as an
edge.

● Normal threshold: Threshold for generating the line-model. This value specifies the minimum
normal difference between two neighboring pixels necessary to be recognized as an edge.
Usually, we set this threshold very high because from our experience normal-based lines can't
be recognized very reliably. It might make sense to use lower values for certain models,
though.

● Inlier Ratio Init: This is a quality threshold for validating the tracking result during the
initialization phase. The value highly depends on your scenario. If the line-model matches the
real object perfectly and there is no occlusion a high value is recommended. However, usually,
the line-model doesn't perfectly match the real object which is why a lower value might work
better. Then again if the value is too low the algorithm might start tracking the wrong object. In
our experience it is better if the minInlierRatioInit value is higher than the value for
minInlierRatioTracking because it's difficult for the algorithm to recover from a bad
initialization.

● Inlier ratio tracking: This is a quality threshold for validating the tracking result after the
initialization phase. The value highly depends on your scenario. If the line-model matches the
real object perfectly and there is no occlusion a high value is recommended. However, usually
the line-model doesn't perfectly match the real object which is why a lower value might work
better. Then again if the value is too low the algorithm might start tracking the wrong object. In
our experience it is better if the minInlierRatioTracking value is lower than the value for
minInlierRatioInit, because we don't want the tracking to fail after the initialization due to
effects like motion-blur.

● Line search length init relative: The model-based tracker projects the 3D line-model into the
camera image and searches for edge pixels orthogonal to the projected lines. The
lineSearchLengthInitRelative specifies the length of the orthogonal search lines in percent
relative to the minimum resolution during the initialization and tracking phase. Please use
lineSearchLengthTrackingRelative and lineSearchLengthInitRelative in favor to the non relative
parameters since these parameters work resolution independent.
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● Line search length tracking relative: Same as lineSearchLengthInitRelative, but used during
the tracking phase.

● Line gradient threshold: Threshold for edge candidates in the image. High values will only
consider pixels with high contrast as candidates. Low values will also consider other pixels.
This is a trade-off. If there are too many candidates the algorithm might choose the wrong
pixels. If there are not enough candidates the line-model might not stick to the object in the
image.

● Keyframe distance: The minimum distance between keyframes in mm. The line-model will only
be generated for certain keyframes. Therefore a higher value improves the performance at the
cost of lower precision. Lower values cost more performance but increase the precision.
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